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HETAIROS
~
An Adventure game by James Baillie
“So when we had made fast all the tackling throughout the
ship, we sat down, and the wind and the helmsman made
straight her course. All the day long her sail was
stretched as she sped over the sea; and the sun set and all
the ways grew dark…”
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to Hetairos – a board game and micro-RPG that
plunges you into the dark depths of the Greek underworld!
Featuring a range of scenarios to play through, you and
your friends will flee from great monsters, battle
automatons, and know the continual terror of finding
unexpected lava fields… all this, indeed, and more!
To play you will need:
- A blank squared map (a grid of about 2cm by 2cm
squares is optimal, of about a2 size – consider
sellotaping 4 bits of A4 squared paper together then
drawing grid lines on).
- Paper (to record players’ stats)
- Playing pieces (you choose what you use for these – a
small chess set can be a good starting point if you
don’t have any models).
- This rulebook!

HOW TO PLAY
Getting Started
Firstly, the players should roll to randomise turn order
(or randomise the starting player then work clockwise): all
monsters and NPCs move after the players in a separate
phase.
Secondly, each player should take it in turns to pick a
character from the “player characters” list below.
Players should pick characters before the scenario is
selected - this prevents players designing optimised teams
for a particular job.
Next, the scenario needs to be picked from the scenario list
at the back of the rulebook. Each of the four lists has 6
scenarios, so this can be done by dice roll, though there’s
nothing to stop you agreeing on a particular scenario
either!
Once you’re all set up, you can start moving and exploring
in turn through the underworld!
Game concepts
Each player has a few associated characteristics, though
there are no complex stat lines. Firstly they all have an
action points allowance; this is used up when exploring and
doing other actions such as making attacks. They also have
a number of hit points, and a certain number of combat dice.
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There are two other metrics that need noting: gold (selfexplanatory) and kleos (effectively honour). These both
start at 0. Kleos is gained by killing enemies, whereas gold
is gained by selling prisoners or equipment, or by finding
treasure.
Unless otherwise stated, all player characters get an
action allowance of 5 and start with 8 health as basic. All
NPCs are assumed to have 5 action points and 1 health as
basic. Any character of any sort, unless otherwise stated,
has one combat dice. For all player characters their
starting health is also their usual maximum.

PLAYER CHARACTERS
Each of the character types below has certain advantages
and disadvantages that give it a distinct playstyle; the
centaur is fast moving, the Kobalos adept at making money
and hiding, the Atlantean at crafting weaponry, and so on.
Note down your abilities carefully – they may save your
character’s life!
AMAZON
- May make attack rolls against characters in the next
square along; if these fail the amazon does not lose
health. If the Amazon has a bow this doubles to 2
squares.
- May once per turn observe an adjacent unexplored
square without using a movement point to explore it.
ATLANTEAN
- May use 2 dice to roll all craft checks
CENTAUR
- Move allowance is 7
CIMMERIAN
- Automatically starts with a pickaxe
- +2 to tunnelling rolls
- +1 to combat
CYCLOPS
- May use 2 dice to roll combat checks
- Gets +1 to craft checks
- May never move down small tunnels
HOPLITE
- Gets +2 to combat checks
- Gets +1 to craft checks
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-

May roll a dice each time a point of health is lost, if a 6
is rolled the attack fails. If the hoplite has an aspis or
armour this improves by +1 for each.

KOBALOS
- May roll a special 4+ check to try and move into an
enemy-occupied square without them noticing; if the
check fails nothing happens but the movement point is
used up.
- Gains +1 gold for every point of kleos gained.
KRENAIA
- May heal +1 health per turn to themselves or a
friendly model in the same square. This does not
require an action point, and may not be done if there
are enemy models within the same square.
- May heal an additional +1 health to themselves or
another player by using 3ap. This may not be done if
there are enemy models within the same square.
MYRMIDON
- Deals 2 damage instead of 1 as basic
- Gets +1 to knowledge checks
PHILOSOPHER
- May use 2 dice to roll knowledge checks

MOVEMENT AND THE MAP
The player may take as many actions as they have action
points; a square’s movement is worth one point. There are
many types of square, with rules as below.
Exploration
there are many undiscovered areas of the map, and players
are free to move off the map. The exploration chart is as
follows:
1 Rock
2 Small Tunnel
3 Tunnel
4 tunnel fork (1-3 right fork, 4-6 left fork)
5 Empty Cavern
6 Cavern..!
Cavern..! Chart
2 Molten lava
3 Shrine of Hecate
4 Lair
5 Trapped room
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6 Lair
7 Lost Hoard
8 Roll again: 1-3 Great forge, 4-6 Ancient Library
9 Isolated community
10 olympian shrine
11 Magic spring
12 Surface Tunnel
Tunnels are assumed to go straight across the square in the
direction you came in from. When you discover a new square,
simply draw it onto the map.
The Styx
The styx is the great river leading the the underworld. It
goes in a straight line down the centre of the map. If a
character moves along the line of the Styx, it always comes
to another Styx tile. Styx caverns may not be collapsed or
enlarged. Every time a new styx tile is found, roll a dice; on
a 6, there is a bridge – only on bridged squares can the styx
be crossed.
Rock
Rock cannot be walked through, but may be tunnelled
through. It is impassable.
Small Tunnel
A small tunnel requires all characters to use double
action points to walk down it.
Tunnel
Any character may move as normal down a tunnel.
Tunnel fork
Tunnel forks are represented as T-junctions.
Empty Cavern
Even an empty cavern is a useful base and place to camp.
Any creatures may move through a cavern.
Cavern…
Cavern…
There are several types of special cavern with mines or
tunnel facilities in. Some of their rules are explained in the
appropriate sections, but the types are as follows (ordered
alphabetically):
Ancient Library
May be used for certain knowledge abilities. See the section
on knowledge checks. PC-controlled creatures may also be
constructed here. Only a maximum of five creatures may be
attached to the Forge at any one time.
Great Forge
May be used to craft items. See the section on crafting
checks. PC-controlled creatures may also be constructed
here. Only a maximum of five creatures may be attached to
the Forge at any one time.
Isolated community
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When a settlement is move into, roll a d6:
1-2 Polis
3-4 Manor
5-6 Kobaloi
A settlement, when found, automatically gains a defence
force, as follows:
- 3 hoplites, 1 Aristocrat (Manor)
- 6 Kobaloi (Kobaloi)
- 5 hoplites (Polis)
These forces do not get replenished if they are weakened,
though players may station models there to bolster the
force. If monsters defeat the force the settlement is
destroyed.
All settlements may be sold prisoners; they will pay d6 per
monster and 3d6 per great monster. Weapons may be sold to
settlements for their buying price -1 gold. (Just roll once
on each roll if selling multiple prisoners in a turn)
Polis and Manors
These are settlements of humans trying to make a living in
the dark underground caves. A polis is a small citizen-town,
a manor is a group of helots or freemen under the rule of
an aristocratic lord.
At both polis and manor settlements you may attempt to buy
the following (look up rules in the weapons or skill checks
sections):
-

Axe 4 gold
Aspis 5 gold
Bow 4 gold
Pickaxe 5 gold
Prayer to Zeus 2 gold
Sarissa 4 gold
Spear 3 gold
Sword 4 gold
Talisman 3 gold
Sacrificial Ram 3 gold

At manors, the players may attempt to take control of the
manor, by defeating the defence force as mentioned above.
Note that only players who took part in fighting for
control of the settlement gain benefits from it. Once the
manor is defeated, it regains +4 hoplites as a defence force.
In competitive scenarios another player may then try and
defeat these, and so on.
At a polis a player may attempt to gain citizenship. To do this
they must either deliver a prisoner or pay 5 gold, and then
roll two dice and add their kleos: if the result of the dice
6
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roll is 12 or more, they become a citizen. If a player
controls any hoplite NPCs, they may make them citizens in
this way.
Players who are currently citizens of a polis may attempt to
boot their fellow players out when in the polis; all current
player citizens of the polis cast votes on this, and then each
side gains 2d6 npc votes.
When a manor is controlled by the players, or a player
gains citizenship at a polis, the settlement is now
considered “friendly” to the specific players and they may
gain certain benefits
- At a friendly manor, the players at any time elect to
spend 4 action points in the settlement and gain d6 +4
gold (as part of the new aristocracy).
- At a friendly polis players may use an action point and
spend 5 gold or make a 10+ knowledge roll and gain a
friendly, controllable hoplite character.
- At either settlement players may subtract d6 from all
item prices.
Kobaloi settlements
The kobaloi are tiny, mischevious creatures – not
malevolent but highly prone to pranks.
At kobaloi settlements you may attempt to buy the
following:
- Pickaxe 5 gold
- +1 health point healed 8 gold
- Sling 3 gold
- Spear 4 gold
Every time you end a turn in a kobaloi settlement, make a
knowledge check of 3+. If you fail, lose d6 gold pieces.
Lost Hoard
Gain 2d6 coins. If you roll a double, find an additional item:
consult the rare items chart.
Magic Spring
A player may expend 2 action points to regain 1 point of
health here.
Molten Lava
The terrain is initially impassable, but the character who
found it may use any remaining movement it has (ideally to
run away!) and fight battles as normal.
At the end of all player turns remaining, the lava starts to
spread. On a roll of a 3+ it spreads to every adjacent
square. Then on a roll of a 4+, it spreads to every square
7
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adjacent to all the squares it now occupies. Then a 5+, 6+,
and so on. A roll of a 6 will always allow the lava to
spread. Lava cannot spread through rock or tunnel walls;
if lava reaches the styx it will destroy any bridges it
touches but cannot cross the river (this may lead to rock
blocking one bank of the styx.
characters caught in the lava are removed, all tunnels and
caverns affected are considered to be rock form now on.
Monster’s lair
When a lair is moved into or discovered, roll a d6:
1-2 Great monster, roll again:
first 1-3 chart a, 4-6 chart B
Chart A: 1 Chimera, 2 Manticore,3 Minotaur, 4 cockatrice, 5
gorgon, 6 dragon
Chart B: 1 Lycan, 2 Hydra, 3 giant, 4 Nemean lion, 5 gryphon,
6 sphinx
3-4 Spawn lair, roll again: 1 kobaloi, 2 Prometheans, 3
stymphalian birds, 4 Minions, 5 Amazons, 6 automatons
5-6 Shade pit
If there is a great monster in the lair it will immediately
fight the discoverer, and thenceforth move to seek out the
nearest character of any sort.
A spawn lair will spawn a monster of its type every turn;
these monsters will move to seek out the nearest player
characters. Only a maximum of five creatures may be
attached to the point at any one time.
A shade pit spawns no monsters, but when a model of any
sort moves into it d3 shades roll an attack against them.
Olympian Shrine
May be used to craft certain items. See the sections on
knowledge and crafting checks.
Shrine of Hecate
Will spawn a devotee of hecate every turn; these monsters
will move to seek out the nearest player characters. Roll
to see what sort is spawned: 1 Mormo, 2-3 Lampad, 4-6 Witch.
Only a maximum of five creatures may be attached to the
shrine at any one time.
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Surface tunnel
At a surface tunnel cavern a player may Retire their
character and/or swap to a new one, needing a full turn of
action points.
Trapped Room
Roll to find what sort of trap:
1 Poisoned Arrow trap: take a 3d6 attack roll dealing d6+2
damage. Only activates once.
2 Snake Pit: As pit but deals an actual d6 attack roll
against its inhabitants when they fall in and at the end of
every subsequent turn.
3 Rolling rock: the player may use any remaining movement
points to get out of the way. The rock then starts moving in
the direction the player came from; any models caught in
the path have a 2d6 attack roll against them dealing d3+2
damage. If a town is in the path of the rock, one of its
defenders is killed. The rock stops when it can no longer
move forward in a straight line as a result of hitting a rock
wall or the styx. Every time a model moves into the room
from then on, roll a d6; on a 1 a further rock is generated,
always rolling in the direction the player entered from.
4 Pit: the player is stuck in the room until they can succeed
in climbing out via rolling better than a d6+2 attack roll
against them. No weapon modifiers may be used, but if there
are multiple players/player-controlled NPCs in the pit they
can combine scores. Monsters may also get trapped in the
pit, and may fight players who are in there/attempt to climb
out with the same method.
5 Revolving room: the player is spat out on a random side of
the room after entering. If they hit a rock face, treat as if
they had rolled a 1. Roll a d6:
1 Room keeps revolving. Stuck for this turn, roll again next
time.
2 Same side as entry
3 Left side to entry
4 Right side to entry
5 Opposite side to entry
6 Player chooses which direction to leave
6 Room of Daedalus: any player, monster or NPC entering
the room may only get out by making a 6+ knowledge roll. (If
someone makes the roll, they may choose who to let out).
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TO BATTLE!
“First, Ajax son of Telamon, tower of strength to the
Achaeans, broke a phalanx of the Trojans, and came to the
assistance of his comrades by killing Acamas…”
A character cannot move through a square occupied by an
unfriendly character; if they move into such a square, they
must fight the enemy to pass through. Fighting enemies can
also lead to other bonuses.
Combat is done by the simple premise of both the character
and the enemy rolling dice. The winner does one point of
damage to the loser; for weaker enemies this is enough to
kill them, for stronger ones further rounds of fighting may
be needed. If the scores rolled are equal, both characters
lose a point of health. Various bonuses are available for
this based on character type and equipment; the only note
needed here is that all bonuses may stack, excepting that
characters may never own multiples of the same item and
that they may only select one weapon bonus to be used in a
given round. It costs one action point to initiate an attack
on an enemy.
If there are multiple characters in a square, the combat is
generally massed: that is to say, all characters on each
side roll their dice at once and then collectively take the
total damage dealt by the opposing side (or don’t). In massed
combats one player may elect to take damage on behalf of
another (though this must be done before any saving or
dodging dice rolls). If the attack is being made by an
inanimate object (say a rolling boulder), or is being made at
range by any means, the combat is usually not massed.
EXAMPLE:

3 hoplites fight a manticore. Both sides roll 3d6; if the
hoplites win, the Manticore takes 3 damage (1 from each). If
the Manticore wins, it deals d3+1 damage in total, which the
losing side decides how to distribute between its
characters. If the manticore has another action point, it
may then attack again.
If a player wishes, on defeating an enemy they can roll a
dice to imprison it (the standard imprisoning check is 5+).
Each enemy the player imprisons decreases their move
allowance by one. Any monsters marked as “great
monsters” cannot be imprisoned. NPCs under player
control may take prisoners.
Beating an enemy always gains a player kleos: to find out
how much a monster is worth, check the monster manual.
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All models involved in the combat gain the relevant kleos:
NPCs under player control can gain kleos.
Weapons
Axe – Deal +1 damage
Bow – allows attacking monsters in the next square.
Falx – Deal +1 damage, ignores any saves
Sling – allows attacking monsters in the next square at -2
to the roll.
Sarissa – As spear, but additionally get +1 to combat for
every other sarissa wielding model in the square.
Spear – get +1 to combat if the character had at least 3AP
remaining at the end of their turn.
Sword – Get +1 to combat as long as the character has
moved this turn.
Other battle Equipment

Aspis – Roll a 6+ to avoid losing a point of health
Armour – Roll a 6+ to avoid losing a point of health (stacks
with Aspis for a 5+ save)

TUNNELLING
Tunnelling requires a pickaxe to be owned. To go through
rock or enlarge a tunnel (going through rock always
creates a small tunnel first, then this can be enlarged to a
normal one, then further to a cavern – note this means that
a Cyclops can only enlarge tunnels) costs 2AP. Any other
tunnelling action costs 4AP. Tunnelling actions may only be
undertaken when there are no enemy models in the square
concerned.
To go through rock or enlarge a tunnel;
Roll a d6 to check for success;
1 Cave IN! Fail and die.
2 Lose Way (go out in a random direction, use a d6; 1-2
straight on, 3-4 right, 5-6 left).
3-6 Success!
To do other tunnelling actions;
Collapse Tunnel (turns square into rock)
Roll a d6 to check for success;
1 Cave IN! Fail and die.
2 Failure! Take d3 points of damage (no combat roll).
3 Success – but take d3 points of damage (no combat roll).
4-6 Success!
Dig pit (Only in caverns)
1-2 failure
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4-6 success!
Dig surface tunnel (only in caverns)
1-2 Cave IN! Fail and die.
3 Failure! Take d3 points of damage (no combat roll).
4-5 Success – but take d3 points of damage (no combat roll).
6 Success!

SKILL CHECKS & SPECIAL ITEMS
“Tell me, O Muse, of the man of many devices…”
It costs 2 action points to make a skill check; this may be
done as many times per turn as the player has action points
available to do so. NPCs may never make skill checks unless
explicitly stated otherwise.
Craft checks
At a forge:
Axe 5+
Armour 7+
Aspis 5+
Falx 6+
Pickaxe 4+
Sarissa 5+
Spear 4+
Sword 5+
Automaton body 5+
Build Automaton 8+
At a shrine:
Talisman 5+
War Talisman 5+
Knowledge checks
At a Library:
Create promethean 10+
Find a master book 8+
Build Automaton 5+
Find a Tome of Ichor 5+
Find a great book 5+
Find a Tome of Creation 5+
Find a Combat Manual 5+
At a shrine:
Pray to Ares 5+
Pray to Athena 5+
Pray to Hephaestus 5+
Pray to Poseidon 5+
Pray to Zeus 4+
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Actions
Build Automaton – Use when you have an automaton body to
make an automaton.
Create promethean – Creates a promethean
Pray to Ares – Get +3 to next combat check
Pray to Athena – Get +3 to next knowledge check
Pray to Hephaestus – Get +3 to next craft check
Pray to Poseidon – Get doubled movement next turn. Only a
maximum of 3 combat checks may be made by the praying
character in that turn.
Pray to Zeus – Automatically get +1 on next check of any
sort
Items
Automaton Body – needed to make an Automaton.
Talisman – reroll any non-combat check of any sort, 1 use
only.
Master Book – Get +2 to all knowledge or craft checks.
Combat manual – Get +1 to all combat checks.
Great Book – Get +2 to any knowledge check, 1 use only.
Tome of Ichor – +3 to all rolls to build automatons.
Tome of Creation – Get +2 to any craft check, 1 use only.
War Talisman – reroll any combat check of any sort, 1 use
only.
Rare Item Chart
When rolling for a rare item, first roll 1-3 chart A, 4-6
Chart B, then:
Chart a
1 Nemean Hide: grants a 3+ save that cannot be improved.
2 Cornucopia: use for free gain either d6+3 gold or regain 3
health. May only be used once per turn.
3 Caduceus: may be used once per turn at a cost of 3ap to
convert one monster in the same square to the player’s
control. May be used on a great monster, but if this is done
the caduceus is lost afterwards.
4 Trident: turn any empty cavern into a magical spring with
a 7+ knowledge roll. May be used as a weapon, granting +3
to combat rolls and dealing +1 damage. Always grants the
bearer +1 action point per turn.
5 Dragon’s Teeth: sow at any point to gain d6 hoplites.
6 Thunderbolt: slay any creature instantly (even
Cerberus!), 1 use only, no action points needed. Range 3
squares, needs direct line.
Chart B
1 Bow of Artemis: fires 3 squares (4 if used by an amazon)
and makes a 2d6 attack doing d3 damage).
2 Amazon Girdle: Immediately gain d6 amazon NPCs.
3 Aegis: Grants the same special rules as for a Gorgon.
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4 Lyre of Orpheus: May be used instead of attacking an
enemy model for 3ap. Roll a dice: on a 1 no effect is had, on a
2-4 the monster falls asleep (and may immediately be
imprisoned with no roll), on a 5-6 the monster joins you.
5 Sandals of Hermes For 5AP, transport the user to any
empty cavern on the map, even if this means they go through
cave walls.
6 Rod of Asclepius Allows a player to heal 1hp to every
model in the square for 2ap. May not be used when there are
enemies in the square.

MONSTER MANUAL
“Verily she has twelve feet, all misshapen, and six necks,
exceeding long, and on each one an awful head, and therein
three rows of teeth, thick and close, and full of black
death…”
This section will list all the enemy creature types and any
special rules they may have. Unless otherwise stated all
monsters have 1 health point, 5 action points and use 1d6 in
battles.
Aristocrat (3 kleos)
Aristocrats have 2 health points. Has a 5+ save against all
damage.
Amazon (1 kleos)
Amazons may attack models in the neighbouring square, and
will do this in preference to moving into that square.
Automaton (1 kleos)
Automatons do 2 damage instead of 1. They may never be
captured.

Cerberus (-)
Great Monster. Has d6+4 action points (rolled each turn).
Ten health points. Uses 5d6 in combat, does 3 damage per
attack. If it loses all its health it rests for a turn then
regains it all and can start going again. May never move
down small tunnels, and can attack settlements on its own.

Chimera (5 kleos)
Great Monster. Six action points. Chimeras have 12 health
points, and attack with as many dice as they have opponents,
dealing 1 damage to each. May never move down small
tunnels.

Cockatrice (5 kleos)
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Great Monster. Nine action points. It has 6 health points,
fights with 3d6, and deals d3 damage. May never move down
small tunnels.

Dragon (5 kleos)
Great Monster. six action points. Dragons have 10 health
points, and attack with 3d6, doing 2 damage. They have a 3+
save against any damage dealt to them. May never move
down small tunnels.

Fury (3 kleos)
Has 7 action points, ignores saves, deals 2 damage instead
of 1, has 2 health points.
Giant (5 kleos)
Great Monster. Giants have 10 health points and use 2d6+3
in combat. Deals 3 damage. If a player has sufficient money,
they may be given 6 gold instead of fighting them: if this is
done the giant will then leave that player alone. May never
move down small tunnels.

Gorgon (5 kleos)
Great Monster. Six action points, uses 2d6 in combat. The
Gorgon has 8 health. Enemies in the same square as the
Gorgon must either take a -5 penalty to combat (as they
attempt to fight with their eyes closed) or roll a d6; if the
d6 roll is a 3 or less, they are turned to stone and die with
no saves permitted. This penalty does not apply to models
carrying an Aspis.
Gryphon (5 kleos)
Great Monster. seven action points. gryphons have 8 health
points and use 2d6+2 in combat. Deals 2 damage and ignores
enemy saving throws. May never move down small tunnels.

Hoplite (1 kleos)
Every time a hoplite loses a health point (and is thus
defeated), it may roll a 6+ check to avoid losing health.

Hydra (5 kleos)
Great Monster. Six action points. Hydras have 8 health
points and uses 2d6 in combat, dealing 1 damage. For each
point of health the hydra loses, it gains +1 to its combat
roll and +1 to damage. It May never move down small
tunnels.

Kobalos (1 kleos)
Tiny mischevious thieves. If a kobalos wins a fight round and
the player has any money on them, instead of the player
losing a point of health, they lose d3 gold and the kobalos
disappears. Otherwise they fight as normal.
15
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Lampad (2 kleos)
The companions of Hecate, the witch queen. When equal
scores are rolled fighting a witch, she takes no damage.
They can also send their foes mad with their lamp-light. A
knowledge check of 5+ must be rolled before fighting a
lampad; if it is failed, the attacking model gets -3 to its
combat roll as it fails to remember which end of its weapon
is which.

Lycan (5 kleos)
Wolf-kin cursed by Zeus. Great Monster. Lycans have 10
health points and use 3d6 in combat, doing 2 damage. If a
lycan can be tempted into an Olympian shrine, where a
player is, instead of making an attack on it the player may
make a 6+ knowledge check; if this is passed the curse is
lifted and the lycan becomes a friendly player-controlled
aristocrat NPC. May never move down small tunnels.

Manticore (5 kleos)
A Manticore has the snarling head of a man, the body of a
lion and poisoned spikes on its tail. Great Monster. Six
action points. Manticores have 10 health points and use 3d6
in combat. Deals d6+2 damage. May never move down small
tunnels.

Minion (1 kleos)
A basic goblinoid spirit of the underground: no special
rules.

Minotaur (5 kleos)
Bull-headed beast. Great Monster. Minotaurs have 12
health points and use 4d6 in combat, doing 2 damage. May
never move down small tunnels.

Mormo (3 kleos)
A vampiric blood-drinker devoted to Hecate. Mormoi have 2
health points. When a character fighting a mormo loses a
point of health, the mormo gains a health point. There is no
maximum limit to this.

Nemean Lion (5 kleos)
Great Monster. Nemean lions have 9 health points and use
2d6 in combat, doing 2 damage. They have a 5+ save against
damage. May never move down small tunnels.

Promethean (1 kleos)
Men of clay: they have 2 health points.

Shade (1 kleos)
A knowledge check of 5+ must be rolled before fighting a
shade; if it is failed, the attacking model gets -1 to its
16
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combat roll as it swipes at thin air. Shades may never be
captured.

Sphinx (5 kleos)
Great Monster. 6 action points. Sphinxes have 10 health
points and use 2d6 in combat, doing 3 damage. Players must
use a knowledge roll, not a combat roll, to fight the sphinx.
May never move down small tunnels.

Stymphalian Bird (1 kleos)
Ignores armour saves.

Witch (1 kleos)
When equal scores are rolled fighting a witch, she takes no
damage.

SCENARIOS
This section lists the scenarios and victory conditions for
the players. There are four available tables to roll on to
randomly select your victory condition, as follows:
Co-Op
1 The World Above
2 The Traitor
3 Bounty Hunting
4 The Will to Conquer
5 Beast Slayers
6 The Founding
The Great Myths (Co-Op)
1 The Furies
2 Argo
3 The Forging of Talos
4 The Blind Man Speaks
5 Songs of the Muses
6 Finding the Bowman
Solo
1 The Lost ones
2 The Guardian’s Roar
3 To Glory
4 Last Man Standing
5 Deity
6 Hero
Team
1 The War Games
2 Capture the Flag
3 Stasis
4 Battle of Sorcery
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5 The Plunder of War
6 King of the Styx
CO-OP SCENARIOS
For all of these scenarios, unless otherwise stated the
players should start together on a bridge over the Styx.
THE World Above
Parts of the world above are crashing into Hades, bringing
the two worlds into juddering contact. To stop the
collision, the players must either:
- find an Olympian shrine and sacrifice 3 prisoners
there, or:
- Find & destroy 3 shrines to Hecate
Whilst the scenario is in play, roll 2d6 for every empty
cavern square on the map each turn. On a double one, the
cavern collapses. Roll again:
1: the cavern is now a pile of solid rock, anything in it is
crushed.
2-5: Any players in the cavern take an attack of 2d6 dealing
2 points of damage, and move to the next square; the cavern
is now a pile of solid rock
6: The cavern has turned into a nightmarish place of
horror; it is now a spawn point for up to 5 shades, with 1
being generated each turn.
THE TRAITOR
Every player must roll 2d6 each turn as exploration
happens. The first person to roll below the betrayal value,
which starts at 2 and increases by one each turn, becomes
the traitor and must attempt to kill all the other players.
They may choose one of the following abilities to aid them:
- Ares’ wrath (+1 dice to be rolled in all future
combats, any combat result below 6 is now counted as
a 6)
- The Power that Rises (Each turn, at the start, make a
free knowledge check of 6+ to spawn a controllable
minion)
- Hecate’s shadows (from now on, they are invisible to
everyone other than the player characters, and gain
+1pt health for every health point a player in combat
with them loses – no upper limit)
BOUNTY HUNTING
Find a settlement of any sort and deliver them a total of
players x3 prisoners.
THE WILL TO CONQUER
The players must find and take control of three
settlements; for a manor this literally means taking
control, for a polis they must win a vote (as for kicking
another player out of a polis) with +5 to the opposing roll.
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BEAST SLAYERS
The players must find and kill 3 great beasts. In this
scenario once one of the great beasts has been killed, it may
not be found again.
THE FOUNDING
The players must find a cavern and gather 6 beings under
their control there to win.
The Great Myths (Co-Op)
For all of these scenarios, unless otherwise stated the
players should start together on a bridge over the Styx.
The Furies
The players get an aristocrat NPC with them at game start.
The players must get this character to an Olympian shrine
to pray; he must remain there for 3 full turns (expending all
his action points each turn) to win the game. Meanwhile,
from turn 3 onwards furies will start appearing at their
starting location (one per turn) and will attempt to kill the
NPC, moving towards him in preference to any other target.
There are never more than 5 furies on the map; each time
one is killed, a new one is spawned.
Argo
The players must complete the following tasks:
- Create the prow by making a 6+ craft then a 6+
knowledge check at any library, forge, settlement, or
Olympian shrine.
- Obtain at least 5 wood trunks (cost 1 gold each from
any settlement).
- Get a crew of at least 2 (plus themselves, any players
that die must be replaced)
- Build the ship, in their starting square, with an 8+
craft check
The Forging of Talos
The players must find 2 great forges and pass 2 6+ craft
checks in each of them, to create the 4 parts of Talos. The
players who passed the knowledge checks/have the parts
must then come together in a single forge and one must pass
an 8+ knowledge check to complete the construction.
The Blind Man Speaks
The players are aiming to find teiresias, the great blind
prophet, who is now a shade in the underworld. They may
attempt to find him by:
- Sacrificing at a shrine of Hecate or the Olympians
- Visiting a shade pit
The player then must then roll 1d6; on a 6 teiresias has been
found (and will stay in that location). A sacrifice must then
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be made at the location to get teiresias to speak. Each
sacrifice allows the sacrifice to make a 5+ knowledge
check to understand his musings; when this is done
successfully, the players win.
Songs of the Muses
The players must attempt to play the songs of the muses.
They must find the songs (assumed to be written scrolls
that can be passed between players., either by passing 6+
knowledge checks in a library, or by buying them for 5 gold
at a settlement, or by finding them at a hoard (any roll of
less than 5 will grant a song as well as the money).
Instruments must also be made with a 5+ craft check at a
forge or library. The songs need a 5+ check and an
instrument to perform. Between them the players must find
and perform 3 songs.
Finding the Bowman
For every empty cavern the players find in this scenario,
roll a d6. On a 6+, you have found Philoctetes, the bowman
whose magic weapon is necessary to win at troy. Philoctetes
is, however, lame, and only has 3ap/turn and 2 of his 7hp;
you must first heal him to full health, and then find a
surface tunnel to get him back to the war.
SOLO SCENARIOS
For all of these scenarios, unless otherwise stated the
players should start on a bridge over the Styx, with 1 space
at least between their bridges.
The Lost ones
Each time you enter a forge, library, magic spring, pit trap,
snake pit, room of daedalus, surface tunnel square, or
Olympian shrine there will be an NPC in there (with no
special stats or abilities). This NPC “belongs” to the
discoverer. First player to get 2 such NPCs back to
settlements of any sort wins.
The Guardian’s Roar
Each turn, each player rolls 2d6. When someone rolls
below the hades value, which starts at 2 and increases by
one each turn, Cerberus is released. Cerberus will appear
at the northernmost tile of the river styx, and will move to
find and destroy a) the players and b) any settlements in its
way. The players have to get out (via surface tunnels)
before they get killed.
To Glory
The first player to get to 12 kleos at the end of a turn wins.
If two players both achieve this, the one with the higher
score wins (if scores are equal, keep playing until they are
not!)
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Last Man Standing
The last player standing wins.
Deity
Each player is attempting to get a shrine (of Hecate or the
Olympians), convert it into a shrine of their own (requires
no models to be in the square and a 7+ knowledge roll),
then sacrifice 1 prisoner there to become a demigod. First
to complete this wins. Once a shrine has been converted it
can be converted to a different player’s shrine by the same
means.
Hero
The first player to successfully kill a Great Monster wins.
TEAM SCENARIOS
For all of these scenarios, unless otherwise stated the
player teams should start on a bridge over the styx, with 4
spaces at least between their bridges.
The War Games
The players are split into two teams, randomised. Each
player starts either with 5 hoplites, or 3 amazons (player
choice) under their command. Last team standing wins.
Capture the Flag
The players are split into two randomised teams, each of
which starts in an empty cavern up to 6 squares away from a
central bridge over the Styx. In that cavern there is a flag.
Flags may be picked up simply by moving into a cavern; if a
player loses a round of combat, they must make a 4+ roll to
be able to keep hold of the flag. The first team to get the
enemy flag and their flag together in their cavern wins.
Stasis
The players are split into two teams, randomised; one of
demoi, one of aristoi. The demoi team are trying to destroy
manors, the aristoi are trying to destroy polis settlements.
The first team to destroy a settlement wins.
Battle of Sorcery
The players are split into two teams, randomised; one of
followers of Hecate, one of followers of Zeus. Zeus’
followers automatically pass all checks made at Olympian
shrines, hecate’s may command any monsters spawned at
hecate’s shrines. Last team standing wins.
The Plunder of War
The players are split into teams of two players, randomised;
the first team to have 20 gold at the end of a turn and be in
the same place wins. If two teams both achieve this, the one
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with the higher amount wins (if scores are equal, keep
playing until they are not!)
King of the Styx
The players are split into teams of two players, randomised.
They must each start 6 squares away from a central bridge
over the styx. To win, a team must have at least one player
on the bridge with no opposing models within 2 squares’
distance.

APPENDICES
APPENDIX A – Monster Movement
Monsters will try to cause maximum destruction to towns
and to the player.
SIMPLE
The monsters ignore/walk through all towns and simply
move towards the nearest player model.
COMPLEX
Monsters will group on the borders of settlements until
they have five models, at which point they will attempt to
attack. Great monsters count as 3 for this purpose.
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